
Example of operational instructions

Helicopter Ambulance Project

(This supports the questionnaire at the end of Chapter 6.)

Memo
To: Sue Jacobs, Postal Survey Administration Dept, Research for Success

From: Nigel Bradley, Research Director, Research for Success

Re: Postal Questionnaire Operational Guidelines
The following operational guidelines are designed to explain the study and ensure effi  cient 
mailing and preparation of questionnaires for analysis. The document is to be used by 
personnel at Research for Success.

Background
The East Anglian Air Ambulance (EAAA) is a 365 days a year life-saving charity that serves 
Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Norfolk, and Suff olk. It depends on fund-raising and 
contributions to keep two helicopters fl ying and provide advanced medical equipment. They 
are reviewing their website and Research for Success is helping.

Objectives
The study will answer the following objectives:

1. To establish if supporters have access to a computer and the internet.

2. To establish if supporters know of the EAAA website and the information it contains.

3. To identify why the supporters access the EAAA site and the frequency.

4. To identify how more supporters can be encouraged to access the website.

5. To establish supporter opinion of the website.

6. To identify how the EAAA website compares with the competition.

Selection process
The EAAA will supply Research for Success with a database of over 20,000 of their supporters. 
Our sampling technique will be used to gain representation of supporters from all over 
East Anglia. The database is divided by the four counties of interest; it identifi es the type of 
supporter segment along with postal address, postcode, name, and title (Mr, Mrs, etc.).

The fi rst step is to ensure that these fi elds are complete. If there are any duplicates, they 
should be identifi ed and removed from the database; there may be a problem if the named 
person appears in more than one of the supporter segments. Please analyse the list carefully 
before extracting the sample for the survey and if necessary we will adjust the instructions 
below. The database must be ‘cleaned’ as far as possible, since we do not want to waste money 
or respondent time unnecessarily.

After cleaning the database we will extract 1200 addresses with the aim of receiving 
completed questionnaires from at least 400; this assumes a 33 per cent response rate. We 
would like to exceed 50 per cent, and therefore reminders will be sent. We have decided 
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on stratifi ed random sampling; systematic sampling will take place within these strata. The 
addresses within each cell should be selected randomly as follows: you will select ‘1 in n’ 
(which is a systematic random sample).

For example, there are 1345 volunteers in the Bedfordshire cell, and we require 75 
questionnaires to be mailed. Dividing 1345 by 75 gives 17.93. This is nearly 18, so choose a 
number at random between 1 and 18 and assign it to the fi rst respondent, count 17 more 
people and choose the 18th, the next 18, and so on, until 75 are made available. There are 
2437 volunteers in the Cambridgeshire cell, and we require 75 questionnaires to be mailed. 
Dividing 2437 divided by 75 gives 32.49. This is near to 32, so choose a number at random 
between 1 and 32 and assign it to the fi rst respondent, count 32 more people and choose the 
32nd, the next 32, and so on, until 75 are made available.

Sampling frame

Supporter type Norfolk Suff olk Cambridgeshire Bedfordshire Total

Time volunteer 476 609 2437 1345 4867

Occasional donations 3098 3023 2450 3750 12,321

Corporate sponsor 277 207 312 104 900

Lottery member 375 488 897 1340 3100

Total 4226 4327 6096 6539 21,188

Extracted sample

Supporter type Norfolk Suff olk Cambridgeshire Bedfordshire Total

Time volunteer 75 75 75 75 300

Occasional donations 75 75 75 75 300

Corporate sponsor 75 75 75 75 300

Lottery member 75 75 75 75 300

Total 300 300 300 300 1200

Expected end sample

Supporter type Norfolk Suff olk Cambridgeshire Bedfordshire Total

Time volunteer 25 25 25 25 100

Occasional donations 25 25 25 25 100

Corporate sponsor 25 25 25 25 100

Lottery member 25 25 25 25 100

Total 100 100 100 100 400
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The number of expected responders identifi ed in each segment is not proportional to 
the total number of supporters in that segment. For example, most supporters are based in 
Bedfordshire. Also bear in mind that we do not know the extent of overlap. Such diff erences 
and issues will be corrected at the analysis stage, when we will weight and gross data to our 
estimated total numbers for the total supporter population in the four counties. Population 
fi gures are being calculated by researchers.

Preparing for mailing
Reminders will be sent, and so all questionnaires, cover letters, and envelopes will carry a serial 
number. This serial number will be created as follows.

Extracted sample

Supporter 
type

Norfolk Suff olk Cambridgeshire Bedfordshire

Time volunteer NT01–NT75 ST01–ST75 CT01–CT75 BT01–BT75

Occasional 
donations

ND01–ND75 SD01–SD75 ND01–ND75 ND01–ND75

Corporate 
sponsor

NC01–NC75 SC01–SC75 NC01–NC75 NC01–NC75

Lottery member NL01–NL75 SL01–SL75 NL01–NL75 NL01–NL75

The greater the response rates, the better the quality of results. Therefore, please follow 
these guidelines.

Cover letter
The cover letter must contain the name of the person in the database. It is being sent by us on 
behalf of our client, Viv Winders, and her name is at the bottom of the letter. All letters must 
carry a good reproduction of her signature (we know that no signature loses cooperation). If a 
reminder letter is sent, again this must include a signature and a replacement questionnaire.

Postage

A pre-paid addressed envelope will accompany the questionnaire. The pre-paid return 
envelope will have a real postage stamp, rather than a freepost or pre-paid printed logo. We 
know that real stamps help cooperation levels, as respondents are reluctant to throw money 
in the bin (and a postage stamp is regarded as ‘near-money’). The stamp should be fi rst-class.

Structure and colour

The structure of the questionnaire is intended to be easy to follow and in a logical order. It 
is deliberately friendly, using short sentences. It relies on the ‘feel-good factor’ of helping a 
charity. It has been tested on several respondents as part of a pilot.

The questionnaire is intended to be eye-catching—thus the reason for the logo and 
helicopter photo. It will be instantly recognizable as being a communication from the EAAA. 
The colour should be a very light yellow; we know that this colour makes the questionnaire 
obvious in a pile of post that is mostly white.
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The letter and questionnaire must contain the name of the person in the database. Use a 
plain white envelope for mail out and return. The outgoing letter should not use the company 
franking machine; it should have a real postage stamp. The respondent’s name and address 
should be printed directly onto the envelope front, along with their unique serial number. On 
the rear of the envelope should be the following words.

In case of non-delivery please return unopened to:

Research for Success, PO Box 205, HARROW HA1 1ZU

This allows us to monitor the number of ‘invalid’ addresses.
On receipt, please monitor and provide a daily progress report as follows:

Postal Dept Analysis

Serial 
number

Date 
original sent

Date reminder 1 
sent

Date reminder 
2 sent

Date qre 
returned

Outcome: 
enter code

NT01

NT02

Etc.

Outcome codes: REF, refused; INV, invalid address (returned by post offi  ce); NAA, not at 
address; REP, requested results report; COM, completed questionnaire received; INELIG, not a 
supporter.

Daily progress report content: each cell should contain the number of completed 
questionnaires received, and each fi nal column and row should contain a 
percentage

Supporter type Norfolk Suff olk Cambs Beds Total % response

Time volunteer 0/75 0/75 0/75 0/75 0/300 0

Occasional donations 0/75 0/75 0/75 0/75 0/300 0

Corporate sponsor 0/75 0/75 0/75 0/75 0/300 0

Lottery member 0/75 0/75 0/75 0/75 0/300 0

Total 0/300 0/300 0/300 0/300 0/1200 0

% response 0 0 0 0 0 0
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